Sop Sample for Graduate Certificate in Project Management
Acquisition of knowledge has been my cynosure since the day I had started making sense of
the phenomena governing everyday occurrences around me. Engineering was my eventual
choice for undergraduate studies from an early age. This inclination emanated from my
keen interest in manufacturing and design and was bolstered by my incisive analytical and
problem solving skills. These traits have only reinforced themselves over time.
My academic footprints have been impressive. Hari Sri Vidya Nidhi School, Kerala was the
venue of my primary schooling from where I passed out with an aggregate of 88.4% in
matriculation. I did my high school from Deva Matha CMI Public School, Kerala and secured
79.6% in intermediate. After this, I took admission in the renowned SRM University, Tamil
Nadu for an undergraduate degree in Mechanical Engineering. My academic performance
consistently built upon my past accomplishments and I graduated with an overall CGPA of
6.810.
Pragmatic hands-on experience is vital to gain the cutting edge on theoretical know-how.
Guided by this principle, I opted for two industrial trainings, one at Gasha Steels Pvt. Ltd.
and the other at Palakkad Surgicals Pvt. Ltd., Kerala. My final year project, ‘Designing an
Automated Layout with a Multi-axial Robotic Arm’, was the capstone of my engineering
learning. It was profusely appreciated for being innovative, insightful and thoroughly
analysis driven.
I had kept myself equally involved in societal activities for keeping the human spirit alive
within me. I had been a core committee member of organizing committees of technical and
cultural festivals and of student clubs during my under-graduation. These activities whetted
my appetite for meticulous planning, organizing and task scheduling.
I have mastered the skills of time management, optimal resource sweating, tactful planning
and effort channelization from my school days.

The book ‘Project Management in

Manufacturing and High Technology Operations’ offered me insights into strategies resorted
to by manufacturing companies to efficiently drive operations management, quality
management, bottleneck elimination, production line balancing, operational expense
reduction, procurement management, etc. The seminal manner in which project

management techniques in the context of general business methods have been dealt with
immensely empowered me as an aspiring Project Manager.
I firmly believe that management is intricately linked with engineering and a discerning
project manager needs to acquaint himself inextricably with the proven strategies of time
management, persuasion, social insightfulness and strategic negotiation. I have got a robust
background in mechanical engineering and this commingled with a management degree
would expand the horizons for me beyond conventional demarcations. I would be better
equipped to manage risks proactively and reactively. Budget management, adherence to
project timelines, effective communication, liaising with stakeholders, and other critical
management skills would become a breeze for me after undertaking this course from your
college.
Algonquin College has a distinctive presence of its own which can be attributed to its rich
legacy and immaculate tradition of excellence. Pursuing my graduate certificate in Project
Management from here has been an aspiration which I have nurtured since long. The
robust infrastructure, educational resources, exposure to global best practices, erudite
faculty and overall grooming, putatively the finest in the world, would help me blossom as a
shrewd Project Manager. I am earnestly looking forward to be an integral part of this
exalted community.
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